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Abstract- The delay in delivering packets and packets loss in computer networks is due to the problem of congestion
in TCP/ AQM routers, and to solve this problem, the transmission control protocol and active queue management
worked together. TCP provides secure data transfer and designed to handle congestion after its occurrence. AQM
predicts congestion and tries to resolve the problem before it occurs. In this work, the Fuzzy- PID (FPID) controller is
presented to manage the avoidance of congestion problems associated with TCP networks. The approach is based on
hybridization between the Fuzzy Logic Controller (FLC) and the Proportional-Integral-Derivative(PID) controller,
with the structure of Fuzzy Set- Point- Wight(FSW) for PID controller that optimized by Antlion Optimizer(ALO)
using a linearized TCP congestion model. The target is to control the queue length of the router for the queue
level in demand. The FPID controller shows good robustness for different scenario of the TCP network and the
queue length response showed fast tracking capability with good robustness to network parameters changing in
comparison of using PID controller. All simulations are carried out using MATLAB 2017b.
keywords: Active Queue Management (AQM), Antlion- Optimizer (ALO), TCP, PID controller, Fuzzy- PID (FPID),
Fuzzy Set- point Weight (FSW).
I. I NTRODUCTION
The network congestion takes place when the number of incoming data is bigger than the ability of the router to
accommodate. This leads to massive delay and packets loss, to avoid this mess, congestion control algorithm was needed
to manage the networks. In 1988 Transmission Control Protocol(TCP) was incepted. TCP has the main roll in network congestion control where it provides end-to- end congestion control by providing the sender with the congestion window(cwnd)
that carry the maximum number of the unacknowledged acceptable packets, that means it can prevent congestion growth,
however with rapid development in the communication world, this technique was not enough. New technique that foresees
congestion before it happens is necessary needed. This technique was an Active Queue Management algorithm (AQM). It
is worked together with end- to- end congestion control to decrease the packet loss and delay in the network, to enhance
the Quality of Service (QoS) [1], [2].
II. R ELATED W ORK
In 2016 H. Ali [3] proposed a Multi- Wavenet PID controller (AMWPID) for congestion avoidance in TCP/ AQM routers.
The comparison test with other AQM algorithms shows that the developed AMWPID outperforms the other approaches in
term of the number of TCP flows, link capacity and round- trip time. Yang in 2013 [4] proposed the LQ- servo controller
for TP/ AQM network where the network has time- varying capacity. The aim of the proposed controller is to avoid
congestion in the network. Sen in 2018 [5] proposed hybridization between Fuzzy Set- Point weight structure and PID
controller. The fuzzy rule base design based on the sliding mode technique . The proposed controller use for closed-loop
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application. Visioli [7] proposed the first time tuning set- point weight by the fuzzy logic controller and use it to control the
proportional gain in PID controller. Also use Ziegler- Nichols in the PID parameter’s tuning . S. Mirjalili proposed in 2015
[8] a new optimizer method that simulates hunting behavior of the Antlions in nature, where it tested for 19 problems and
proved it’s successes.In [9] proposed a Fuzzy- PID like- Gain Scheduling (F- PIDGS) controller, to handle the time delays
in NCS depending on the online measured actual time delay in the network, by utilizing both fuzzy and gain scheduling
control aspects. To investigate the performance of the F- PIDGS controller with the aid of discrete- event simulation models.
Domanski in 2017 [10] examined the fractional- order- PID controller performance as a mechanism for AQM. The traffic
self-similarity influence on the utilization of a TCP network is investigated. The impact of PID parameters selection and
traffic self-similarity degree on the behavior of queue length were proved. A memoryless ’ H∞’ controller was designed
in 2016 for TCP/ IP routers [11] . The controller designed to be robust for time- variant networks to keep stability and
performance of network in a critical situation, using "standard linear matrix inequality techniques". The parameters of
controller was optioned. Monisha [12] proposed a new controller based on hybridization between fuzzy- PID controller
with Random Early Detection (RED) method to avoid congestion in Wireless Sensor Networks. In 2018 [13] presented
an investigation of the performance of a PID- based congestion control solution for high- speed IP networks. It uses
measurements of round- trip time and receiver delivery rate to reach and keep maximum available bottleneck performance
and constant node buffer load caused by bottleneck queue on some low level. This algorithm can be effective in high-speed
IP networks and delay- sensitive applications. Karthikeyan in 2014 [14] use a fuzzy set point weight(FSW) structure with
Fractional- Order- PID controller(FOPID), the controller designed to enhance the response in the closed- loop parallelcascade controller. The proposed controller compared with classical PID controller and found that, the proposed controller
was faster in term of settling time. In 2019, [15] proposed FOPID controller, to control the variation in the probability of
dropping packet when occupancy of the buffer continuously growth. The probability function chooses its shape through
parameters selection. In this paper, a control strategy based on a fuzzy set-point weight approach combined with the PID
controller was suggested for congestion control. The parameters tuned using the Antlion optimization (ALO) algorithm.
III. T HE TCP B EHAVIOR M ODEL
TCP model dynamical behavior is introduced based on the stochastic differential equation and fluid flow analysis. If the
mechanism of the TCP timeout is ignored then the developed state- space model is given by the following [4]:
W 0 (t) =

W (t)W (t − R(t))
1
−
p(t − R(t))
R(t)
2R(t − R(t))
q 0 (t) =

W (t)
N (t) − C
R(t)

(1)
(2)

Where W 0 (t) represents the derivative of ’w(t)’, q 0 (t) represents the ’q(t)’ derivation. the term ’W’ refers to the average
(packets) size of TCP window , q refers to average packets of queue length , the round trip time (s)R(t) , ’ C’ links capacity
(packets per second), N (t) is TCP sessions representing the load factor, and ’ p’ probability of (drop/mark) packets, If a
constant number of TCP sessions N (t) ≡ N is assumed with constant round trip time R(t) ≡ R0 . Then the linearized
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TCP dynamical model for AQM routers will be:
δW 0 (t) = −

R0 C 2
2N
δp(t − R0 )
δW
(t)
−
R02 C
2N 2

δq 0 (t) =

N
1
δW (t) −
δq(t)
R0
R0

(3)
(4)

IV. FSW FOR PID C ONTROLLER
The structure of the Fuzzy- PID controller designed according to the " fuzzy set- point- weight" (FSW) structure shown
in Fig. 1. The FSW structure effective in reducing the overshoot without increasing in the rise time [5-7]. FSW structure
dependent on the fuzzy inference system "f(t)" for determining the value of the weight " b(t)" that multiplies the "set- point
(ysp)" for the proportional action " kp" based on the current output error and its time derivative. The use of set- point
alone (without fuzzy) is possible where it is effective in reducing the overshoot. But, also has disadvantage represented in
an increase in the rise time since the performance of the proportional action is slightly reduced. The value of the weight
b(t) determined depending on the current value of the system error, and its time derivative. The PID controller standard
form in the time domain is [7] :
u(t) = kp e(t) + kd

de(t)
+ ki
dt

Z

t

e(t)dt

(5)

0

The set- point for the proportional action weighted by means of a constant to get :
Z t
de(t)
u(t) = kp ep (t) + kd
+ ki
e(t)dt
dt
0

(6)

Where:
ep (t) = b(t)ysp − y(t)

(7)

b(t) = wf (t)
w: positive constant parameter less than or equal to 1 (An effective way to keep overshoot in law value is to weight the
set- point for the proportional action by means of a constant less than 1.)
f(t): fuzzy controller output, the FSW gives 2- degree of freedom, where one part of controller dedicated for reduction
disturbances of load and the second part dedicated to the set- point, finally a simple summary to completely understood
of the methodology, the fuzzy controller output ’ f(t)’ is companied with ’ w’ constant parameter, the output is ’ b(t)’, the
’ b(t)’ will multiply by ’ ysp’ set- point.
V. A NTLION O PTIMIZER (ALO)
In 2015 Mirjalili [8] introduced a new optimization algorithm that simulates hunting behavior of the antlion in nature
called ant-lion algorithm (ALO). Let us describe the ant- lion behavior in nature, firstly ant-lion start dig " trap" in cone
shape and waiting its prey, the prey " mostly ant" walking randomly around trap, when victim enter the trap, ant- lion start
to throw sand toward prey for speeding up its fall, when prey fall in trap ant- lion feed on it and be ready for next victim.
The antlions strategy in hunting summaries in five steps.
1) Random Walk of Ants: During Searching on food Ants moving randomly over " area" a search space, at same time
antlions Waite probable chance to hunting prey.
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2) Building trap: During optimization, the antlions choosing is based on the roulette wheel based on their fitness. This
strategy gives high chances to the fitter antlions for hunt prey.
3) Entrapment of ants in traps: The antlions trap that building in the search space are affected on prey when it moving,
so the ant should move around trap otherwise it will fall in the trap.
4) Sliding ants towards antlion: To speed up the falling of prey, antlion throw sand toward the ant
5) Catching Preys and Rebuilding the Traps: After catching prey and eat it, the antlion make some edit on the trap. The
ALO Flowchart is clarify in Fig. 2.
VI. N ETWORK T OPOLOGY
To judge the proposed controller and evaluate its performance, the case study shown in Fig. 3, will be considered.
where the TCP network of AQM routers consists of 2 routers that connected through a Bottleneck link with ’ 3750’
packets/ sec bandwidth capacity (C).Each packet has 500 bytes, which means ’ 15Mbps’ link capacity, all other links
in the network have the same link capacity. Round-Trip Time (RTT) (R0 ) equals to ’ 0.218’ seconds, either about the
size of the queue, it will be ’ 300 packets’, with propagation delay ’ 5msec’, the maximum allowable queue length
will be 800 packets. and on both routers, the number of a TCP flow(N) will be 60. the proposed controller is set up
in Router 1, while the drop- tail set on Router 2.

Figure 1: FSW for PID controller
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Figure 2: ALO flowchart

Figure 3: Network topology case study
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VII. W ORK M ETHODOLOGY
The problem of the network congestion model is that it is not fixed, because it is related to the network load which
is varying all time. It mainly depends on the load factor and capacity of transmission link. so, there is no alternative to
using dynamic controller in such systems, to check the performance of proposed controller, it must be compared with
conventional controller such PID controller.
1) PID Controller: PID controller was built using Eq. 5, the PID parameters (kp , ki , kd ) were optimized by the Antlion
optimizer.
2) FPID controller: The structure of the FPID controller designed according to FSW structure, either about Fuzzy Logic
Controller, Triangular membership functions are used for input variables as it is shown in Fig. 4, For the output
variable u, singleton membership functions are defined as in Fig. 5a, The fuzzy PID controller rule base composed
of 25 (5 × 5) rules Fig. 5b.

(a) Error membership function

(b) Error change membership function

Figure 4: Error and error change membership function

(a) The output membership function

(b) Fuzzy rule base

Figure 5: The output membership function and fuzzy rule base
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VIII. S IMULATION R ESULTS
The TCP/ AQM model of network parameters in (Fig. 3) was considered, the queue length size (reference input) assumed
to be of a rectangular form that periodically changes every 50s, " Eq. 8". the simulation starts on the system without using
any controller, the system response is shown in Fig. 6.
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0 < t < 50s
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(8)

100 < t < 150s
150 < t < 200s

Figure 6: System response without controller
This figure shows clearly the failure of system in tracking the queue length of input and keep it with desired threshold.
This leads to high number of packets drops and a large queue delay, and this, in turn, causes network instability. to
enhance the utilization of network, (PID, FPID) controllers are designed to achieve a better performance of queue track,
with kp = 8.96e − 06, ki = 3.82e − 06, kd = 2.39e − 06 choosing by ALO and w=0.5.
1) Test 1
For the standard case study of the network shown in Fig. 3, with N=60 and C=15 Mbps the response of system with
(PID, FPID) controllers shown in (Fig. 7), and the response scale factor of the controllers is described in Table I,
where both controllers can track the desired queue length.
2) Test 2
As known the value of RTT (packet trip from ’ source host’ to ’ destination’, back to source in seconds) is not
constant, where it is continuously changing, to study the effect of decreasing RTT on queue length and behavior of
the proposed controller in such situation. The value of RTT is decreased by 60% to increase congestion where R=
0.088 s , while values of N and C are kept unchanged.
https://ijict.edu.iq
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TABLE I
DYNAMIC P ERFORMANCE c/cs OF T HE T WO C ONTROLLERS FOR N=60, C=15M BPS
N=60, C=15
Rise time (s)
Settling time (s)
Overshoot\% packets
ISE

PID
2.5564
7.0177
0
9.233 e-06

FPID
1.4859
4.9399
2.4712
1.0107 e-07

(a) PID Controller

Enhancement rate(PID-FPID)
44%
30%
98.8%

(b) FPID controller

Figure 7: The Output queue length of network with N=60 and C=15 Mbps for
(a) PID Controller
(b) FPID Controller

Figure 8: The Output queue length of (PID, FPID) controllers when, N=60 and C=15 Mbps, R=0.088 s
TABLE II
DYNAMIC P ERFORMANCE c/cs OF T HE T WO C ONTROLLERS FOR N=60, C=15M BPS
N=60, C=15 , R=0.008
Rise time (s)
Settling time (s)
Overshoot\% packets
ISE

https://ijict.edu.iq

PID
11.7338
21.7216
0
0.214

FPID
6.5158
11.8115
0
0.0013

Enhancement rate(PID-FPID)
44%
45.7%
99%
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As clear from Fig. 8 and Table II. the rise time and settling time have continuously increased with PID controller that
may leading to packets dropped and delay. The delay comes from long-duration response of long settling time and
rise times. But the FPID controller tries to keep the rise time and settling time in acceptable value.
3) Test 3
To test the robustness of the proposed controller, the link capacity (C) is decreased to 7.5Mbps. The value of load
factor (N) is set to 80. Fig. 9 depicts the system response of the controllers and Table III depicts some dynamic
characteristics of the system response.

Figure 9: The Output queue length of the (PID, FPID) Controllers when, N=80 and C=7.5 Mbps
TABLE III
DYNAMIC P ERFORMANCE c/cs OF T HE T WO C ONTROLLERS FOR N=80, C=7.5 M BPS
N=80, C=7.5
Rise time (s)
Settling time (s)
Overshoot % packets
ISE

FPID
20.4092
35.1310
0
9.85 e-03

From Fig. 9, one can see that, the PID controller was inefficient in tracking the desired queue length With more TCP flows,
the system becomes unstable as most of the incoming packets will be dropped . Hence the queue delay will be very large,
causing high packet loss and the network throughput will be very low and become unacceptable by the users. while the
FPID controller, tries to keep the system under control. This tolerance of FPID controller regards the Fuzzy- Set- PointWeight structure.
IX. C ONCLUSIONS
In this paper, the proposed controller was able to keep queue under control in a critical situation and it is Outperform on
the PID controller, in terms of Rising time, Settling time and ISE. where FPID enhances rise time to 44% and settling time
to 45% to avoids the delay that comes from the long-duration response of long settling time and rise times as clear from
Test 2. Furthermore, we can note from Test 3 that FPID shows a high ability to face environmental changes in network
https://ijict.edu.iq
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parameters. The FPID controller shows a very good tracking capability for the desired queue size it gives better congestion
avoidance compared with PID controller and decreases the packet loss and delay leading to increase Qos. The Fuzzy
set-point weight for PID and ALO optimizer help in increase controller robustness because of the two degrees of tolerance
provided by FSW structure and the good parameter tuning of Antlion- optimizer. The proposed controller outperforms on
the AMWPID controller mention in [3] for the same case. While achieving an approximate value of hybrid fuzzy logic
controller [22]. see Table IV.
TABLE IV
C OMPARATION OF T HE P ROPOSED C ONTROLLER W ITH OTHERS C ONTROLLER
N=60, C=15 MBPS
Rise time (s)
Settling time (s)
Overshoot\% packets

PROPOSE CONTROLLER
1.4859
4.9399
2.4712

AMWPID CONTROLLER [3]
1.8
8
0

HYBRID FUZZY LOGIC CONTROLLER [22]
1.551%
1.733%
2.510%
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